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Abstract
Despite growing interest in the study of translation in Thailand, relatively little has been published on contemporary Thai translation practices. This study presents a first attempt to explore legal translation into Thai, using both a purpose-built parallel corpus of international treaties translated from English into Thai, and a monolingual corpus of non-translated Thai legislation. Drawing on previous corpus-based studies concerned with general features of translation, we ask whether there is evidence of explicitation (Becher 2010a) in our translated data and whether “unique items” (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002) are underrepresented. We pursue these questions through a study of the translation of the passive voice into Thai, and focus in particular on the Thai passive markers /thùuk/, /doon/, and /dai-rup/, which we consider unique items in Thai. The study finds that, despite some writers’ antipathy to the passive voice in Thai, most English passives are translated into Thai using the passive voice, and that in those instances where the active voice is used in the translation, there is rarely any explicitation involved, as explicit agents are rarely added in Thai. We do not find any evidence to support the hypothesis that unique items are underrepresented in translation. On the contrary, the unique items studied appear to be overrepresented in translation into Thai.

Resumen
A pesar del creciente interés por el estudio de la traducción en Tailandia, se ha publicado relativamente poco sobre las prácticas contemporáneas tailandesas de traducción. Este...
estudio presenta un primer intento de explorar la traducción legal al tailandés, utilizando tanto un corpus paralelo de tratados internacionales traducidos del inglés al tailandés y construido específicamente para la presente investigación, como un corpus monolingüe de legislación tailandesa no traducida. Basándonos en estudios de corpus previos, relacionados con aspectos generales de traducción, exploramos si se recurre a la explicitación (Becher 2010a) y si los «elementos únicos» (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002) están subrepresentados en la traducción tailandesa. Planteamos estas preguntas a través de un estudio de la traducción de la voz pasiva al tailandés, teniendo en cuenta los marcadores pasivos tailandeses ถูก/ðùuk/, โดน/doon/ y ได้รับ/dai-rup/ como aspectos que no tienen equivalente en inglés. Del estudio se desprende que, a pesar de la reticencia de algunos escritores a utilizar la voz pasiva en tailandés, la mayoría de las oraciones pasivas en inglés se traducen a dicha lengua usando esta voz, y que en los casos en que se usa voz activa, rara vez se recurre a una explicitación. No encontramos ninguna evidencia que respalde la hipótesis de que los elementos únicos estén subrepresentados en la traducción. Más bien se produce lo contrario: los elementos únicos que estudiamos parecen estar sobre-representados en la traducción al tailandés.
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1. Introduction

Despite growing interest in translation studies in Thailand, there is still relatively little published on contemporary Thai translation practices in general and contemporary Thai legal translation in particular. There is good reason to believe, however, that Thai legal translation might be a “rich field” (see Note 2) for translation studies scholars, given its atypical development: Siam, as contemporary Thailand was previously called, is often seen as exceptional in that although it was a “victim of European imperial aggression” (Loos 1999: 2), it was not actually colonized. During this same period it harboured imperial ambitions of its own and established a legal regime that mirrored aspects of the legal systems of European colonizing powers (Loos 1999). Of particular interest here is that fact that when legal reform was undertaken between the 1890s and the 1930s, partly in a bid to keep European colonial powers at bay, it was carried out by a cosmopolitan group of Siamese and foreign experts, who used continental (code) law as a prototype, but who drafted new laws in “functional” English (Kraivixien 2012), and then translated them into Thai. Even though modern Thai legislation is drafted directly in Thai, Kraivixien (2012: 43-50) argues that the functional English used during the earlier reform period continues to exert a positive influence over legal drafting in Thai, thanks to its valorization of concision and clarity, qualities that were subsequently brought over into legal Thai. The reform period could continue to exert influence over both Thai legal drafting and legal translation in other ways however: in translating from English, Thai legal reformers were expected to minimize the “inappropriate” influence of the English language on Thai law. The passive voice, for example, which was used routinely in English legal texts, was frowned upon in Thai translation on the basis that its use in Thai indicated adversative meaning, in other words, that the action or event being described was unpleasant or undesirable (Kraivixien 2012: 171).
Likewise, there is to date, to our knowledge, almost no translation studies scholarship involving Thai that uses corpus linguistic methods. This might be understandable in light of the difficulties that the computational processing of written Thai can present (see section 5), but we would contend that there are some questions in translation studies that are best broached using corpus techniques, despite the considerable hurdles that may first have to be overcome. In this article we present initial results from a study designed to investigate such questions. We focus specifically on how instances of the English passive voice are translated into Thai in legislative texts, and on how the use of the passive voice differs between translated and non-translated legislation in Thai. For reasons elaborated upon below, we attempt to view our linguistic data through the prism of two more abstract concepts, namely explicitation (Becher 2010a) and so-called “unique items” (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002). Previous studies (Olohan 2004; Loock 2016) have suggested that translators tend to make explicit in target texts information that is left implicit in source texts, or in comparable non-translated texts in the target language; and that target language items that do not have obvious counterparts in the source language (and hence are “unique” to the target language) tend to be under-represented in translation. Such tendencies are sometimes controversially viewed as “universal” features of translation, or as “translation inherent” but it is possible to use the analytical categories of explicitation and unique items—as we do here—without subscribing to the idea of translation universals or translation inherence. Several recent studies (Becher 2010a, 2010b; Cappelle 2012) have, in fact, undermined the universalist agenda by showing how contrastive linguistic factors and typological differences affect explicitation and the distribution of unique items, respectively. And even within a single target language, different domains and different target text functions may be associated with different translation strategies: translations of legislative texts that are not intended to have any legal effect, but merely to inform readers of the contents of the source text—corresponding to Cao’s (2007: 11) “informative” translation—may, for example, tolerate explicitation more than “normative” (Cao 2007: 10-12) target texts, which are intended to be equally authentic to the source text (see related arguments in Dullion 2000 and Garzone 2000). We return to these issues again below.

The article starts with a description of the passive voice in Thai, which can be assumed to be unfamiliar to most readers. This is followed by a necessarily brief explanation of explicitation and Tirkkonen-Condit’s (2002) unique items hypothesis, and of why we have chosen to investigate their possible operation in legal translation into Thai. We then present our methodology, describing the corpus used in our research, and the procedure followed in extracting data from the corpus. This section is preceded by some preliminary observations on the computational processing of Thai and the availability of corpora in the language pair English-Thai. Following the presentation of data from our corpus in the results and analysis section, we discuss their interpretation from the point of view of the explicitation and unique items hypotheses. The paper ends with some observations on the limitations of the study and outlines plans for future research.
2. The passive voice in Thai

This section presents a short introduction to the passive voice in Thai, based on general linguistic and typological studies (Keenan and Dryer 1985/2007; Prasithrathsint 2003), and integrating the very limited literature on the Thai passive conducted within specific linguistic frameworks such as Systemic Functional Grammar (Patpong 2006).

The first thing to note about the Thai passive is that some commentators express skepticism about its very existence. This is because the passive is often considered a Western grammatical calque that came into Thai only in the early Bangkok period, less than 200 years ago (Prasithrathsint 2006: 116). Sudmuk (2003), for example, claims that passive structures in Thai are just “so-called” ones influenced by English. Others, such as Prasithrathsint (2003, 2006), Kullavanijaya (1974), and Iwasaki and Ingkapirom (2005), contend that a true passive voice does exist in Thai, with Prasithrathsint (2006) arguing that Thai passives are true passives since they are covered by Keenan’s (1985) classification of world passives. In addition, the alignment of certain passive forms with adversative meanings in particular has led some linguists to consider the passive as a marginal phenomenon in Thai, and to deny that the passive can occur with neutral or favourable meanings (Prasithrathsint 2006: 116).

But whether the passive in Thai is considered “real” or “so-called” and whether it is used mostly to convey adversative meaning or not, Thai does have constructions used to express passive meaning on which Thai linguists agree to a large extent, and which are presented briefly in the following paragraphs.

Broadly speaking, there are two types of Thai passive structures: those with passive markers, also known as overt passives, and those without passive markers, also known as covert passives.

2.1. The passive with passive markers / overt passive

Overt passive constructions in Thai use one of three lexical items: ณ /thùuk/, นาม /doon/ or ได้รับ /dai-rup/. These items are labelled differently by different Thai linguists: Patpong (2006: 273) describes them as “lexical verbs” expressing the “receptive” voice. Iwasaki and Ingkapirom (2005: 313) sometimes refer to them as “passive auxiliaries” and sometimes as “passive markers” (2005: 316; see also Prasithrathsint 2006). In the current study, the more neutral and broader term “passive marker” is used.

The basic patterns in passive sentences that use /thùuk/ and /doon/ are identical. However, there is a slight difference in the passive pattern that uses /dai-rup/. Examples of the use of the three passive markers are given below.

2.1.1. /thùuk/ and /doon/ passives

In passives using the passive markers /thùuk/ and /doon/, the patient-subject appears before the passive marker, followed by the agent (if present) and the lexical verb (Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2005: 313-322). Auxiliary verbs (if present) come before the passive markers. The basic structure of this type of passive is thus:

Patient-Subject + (Auxiliary Verb) + Passive Marker [/thùuk/ or /doon/] + (Agent) + Verb
where parentheses indicate the optional nature of an element, and square brackets introduce passive markers from which one option must be chosen.

Examples 1a to 1c compare the active and passive versions of equivalent sentences, where the passive constructions use the /thùuk/ passive marker:

1) Active vs. passive voice

Active sentence
ตํารวจจับขโมย
[police arrest thief]
The police arrested the thief.

Passive sentence without agent
ขโมยถูกจับ
[thief /thùuk/ arrest]
The thief was arrested.

Passive sentence with agent
ขโมยถูกตํารวจจับ
[thief /thùuk/ police arrest]
The thief was arrested by the police.

The /thùuk/ and the /doon/ passives have traditionally been used to express adversative meaning, in other words, to indicate that the action or event being described is unpleasant or undesirable for the patient-subject. /Thùuk/, however, is increasingly also used in neutral situations (Prasithrathsint 1985; Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2005).

Examples 2a to 2c illustrate the usage of /thùuk/ and /doon/ in adversative and neutral situations.

2) Adversative vs. neutral

Adversative /thùuk/
แดงถูกแม่ตี
[dang /thùuk/ mom hit]
Dang was hit by Mom.

Adversative /doon/
แดงโดนแม่ตี
[dang /doon/ mom hit]
Dang was hit by Mom.

Neutral /thùuk/
เข้าถูกแต่งตั้งให้เป็นหัวหน้าชั้น
[he /thùuk/ appoint to be leader class]
He was appointed as a class representative.

The literal meaning of /thùuk/ as a transitive lexical verb is to touch or to hit on the point (Prasithrathsint 2006: 115). The meaning of /doon/ as a lexical verb is similar to that of /thùuk/, but the /doon/ passive is more colloquial than the /thùuk/ passive, and it indicates a strong sense of adversity (Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2005: 317).
2.1.2. /dai-rup/ passive

The /dai-rup/ passive is frequently used in both positive and neutral situations. The word /dai-rup/ is a transitive compound verb made up of /dai/ and /rup/, both of which mean receive, and when it is used as transitive verb, it can indicate either a favourable or an unfavourable situation (Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2005: 317).

There are two passive patterns used with the passive marker /dai-rup/. The first is identical to that used with /thùuk/ and /doon/, where the patient-subject appears before the passive marker, followed by the agent (if present) and the lexical verb.

The second pattern is normally used in formal language where /dai-rup/ can appear before what is normally a verb, but which is nominalized using the prefixes กำร /kaan/ or ควำม /khwaam/ (Iwasaki and Ingkapirom 2005: 319).

The basic structure is:

Patient-Subject + (Auxiliary Verb) + Passive Marker /dai rup/ + [/kaan/ or /khwaam/] + Verb

As already indicated, the word /dai-rup/ is also used as a lexical verb meaning receive or obtain. When this type of structure in Thai is translated into English, it can be interpreted in two ways, either as a passive construction or as an active construction with the lexical verb receive, as illustrated in Example 3.

3) เขาได้รับกำรปกป้อง [he /dai-rup/ /kaan/ protect]
   He was protected. (passive)
   He received protection. (active)

2.2. Passive without passive markers / covert passive

Thai passive constructions without passive markers, or “covert” passives, fall into two sub-types. In the first one, the patient-subject appears before the verb and is then optionally followed by a complement. The structure is as follows:

Subject-Patient + Verb + (Complement)

As illustrated by the passive sentence in Example 4:

4) บ้ำนนี้สร้ำงในปี 1994 [house this build in 1994]
   This house was built in 1994.

   If the agent is important and needs to be referenced, the word โดย /dooy/, meaning by, is added to indicate the agent.

   Subject-Patient + Verb + /dooy/ Agent

As shown by the passive sentence in Example 5:

5) หนังสือเล่มนี้เขียนโดยเจมส์ จอยส์ [book this write /dooy/ James Joyce]
   This book was written by James Joyce.
According to Kullavanijaya (1974: 196-197), this passive pattern is often heard in broadcasting and is found in written works that contain translations of English passive sentences. Iwasaki and Ingkapirom (2005: 316) agree that it has become common to use /dooy/ to translate English by in contemporary written Thai and when /dooy/ appears, the passive marker can be left out.

It is thus possible that some Thai covert passives are the reduced form of overt passives, but to our knowledge, no studies to date have confirmed this possibility. In addition, at least one attempt has been made to categorise some Thai covert passives as middle constructions, with Inhongsa, Louie, et al. (2016) suggesting that any Thai construction should be considered a middle construction rather than a covert passive when it has a subject interpreted as theme/patient along with an agentive verb and obligatory adverbial (Inhongsa, Louie, et al. 2016: 220). The examples given in their paper are very limited however, and it would be premature to conclude that there is, indeed, a middle construction in Thai.

For the purposes of this study then, we recognise two types of Thai passive construction, based on the discussion above, namely:

(i) the overt passive, which uses one of the three passive markers, /thùuk/ /doon/ or /dai-rup/
(ii) the covert passive, that is, the passive structure that does not use passive markers.

3. Explicitation

As already indicated, explicitation refers to a putative feature of translation whereby target texts are said either to represent information more explicitly than their source texts, or to represent information more explicitly than similar, non-translated texts, in the target language. In the former case, studying explicitation requires access to a bilingual parallel corpus; in the latter case, it requires use of a monolingual, target-language comparable corpus. Studies exemplifying the former approach include Saldanha (2008) and Becher (2010a); those exemplifying the latter approach include Olohan and Baker (2000) and Cappelle (2012). It is, of course, also possible to combine parallel and comparable corpus methods in a single study, as, for example, in Pápai (2004).

Explicitation has been a controversial idea in translation studies, with Saldanha (2008), for example, taking issue with some of the assumptions that scholars adopting the notion appear to make about the “implicitness” of information in source texts, and the supposed increased “informativeness” of explicitated target texts. Becher (2010a), likewise, criticizes research in the area for its lack of rigour, and is particularly skeptical of the notion that explicitation is a “translation-inherent” phenomenon. He ultimately concludes that the explicitation hypothesis itself should be abandoned, “[…] since it is unmotivated, unparsimonious and vaguely formulated” (2010b: 1). That other scholars have not abandoned the notion is clear from the number of studies that continue to be published on explicitation, among them a small number that deal with legal translation, and to which we return below. For now, it suffices to say that our approach to the subject follows Becher’s initial definition of explicitness as “the verbalization of information that the addressee would (most probably) be able to infer from the context, her world knowledge or from other inferential sources if it were not verbalized” (Becher 2010a: 2).
We thus view “explicitation” as the process of introducing verbalizations of such information to target texts. We take a source-oriented approach in the first instance, comparing levels of explicitness in our source and target texts in Section 7.1 below. We follow this with a comparison of the use of overt passive markers in translated and non-translated Thai in Section 7.2 below, where a higher frequency of passive markers is associated with higher levels of explicitness.

3.1. Explicitation in legal texts

Very few studies have addressed explicitation in translated legal texts. The exceptions include the work of Dorrit Faber and Mette Hjort-Pederson, who investigate explicitation in student and professional translations into English of a Danish law report (Faber and Hjort-Pederson 2009a, 2009b, 2013; Hjort-Pederson and Faber 2010), and Krogsgaard Vesterager (2017), who compares translations into Danish of a Spanish judgement completed by expert legal translators, on the one hand, and professional translators who do not specialize in legal translation, on the other.

Faber and Hjort-Pederson (Faber and Hjort-Pederson 2009a: 108-109; Hjort-Pederson and Faber 2010: 238-239) suggest one reason why explicitation might be expected to be rare in legal translation, namely that the addition of any information in target texts would be a risky strategy that could change the legal meaning and effect of the text, and it is therefore likely to be avoided. This argument is obviously particularly applicable to normative translations that, by definition, have legal effect. Conversely, they suggest a reason why explicitation might be expected, nonetheless, to appear in legal translations, especially those produced by novices: the linguistic complexity of legal texts makes them difficult to understand, and may trigger a process of mental inferencing which is ultimately evidenced in translated texts. This, they claim, is consistent with Pym’s (2005: 8-9) speculation that, “The harder the source text, the harder the translator works, and the more likely they are to make their renditions explicit.”

What is most interesting from our point of view are the points in source texts at which Faber and Hjort-Pederson (2010: 241) expect mental and concomitant linguistic explicitation to occur, including “nominalisations, passives, culture-bound terms and elliptical phrases.” Krogsgaard Vesterager (2017) follows suit in her study, ultimately concluding that explicitations of passives and nominalisations are rare in her data.

Faber and Hjort-Pederson’s work is also of interest to us as they make a useful distinction between “addition” and “specification.” They use “addition” to denote a type of explicitation involving “the inclusion in the TT of extra lexical elements that either add or repeat meaningful elements” (Faber and Hjort-Pederson 2013: 44). Addition thus involves a quantitative increase in textual material. “Specification,” on the other hand, is qualitative in nature. That is, “it adds meaning(s) by using lexical elements that are semantically more informative than the ST lexical elements” (Faber and Hjort-Pederson 2013: 44).

It appears, therefore, that while scholars have expected source-text passive constructions to generate potential instances of explicitation in legal translation, such potential has not been realized in the findings of the relatively small-scale studies of informative legal translation conducted to date. However, the passive voice remains
an intriguing issue for us, given the differences between English and Thai discussed above. If, for example, the passive voice is considered a “marginal phenomenon” or even, somewhat derogatively, a “foreign import” in Thai (Prasithrathsint 2006), then we might expect the English passive voice to be replaced by the active voice in translation into Thai. And if “basic” passives (Keenan and Dryer 1985/2007: 328) involve the erasure of agents, then conversion to the active voice could involve explicitation of agents (as long as they can be inferred from the source text/context) or even the “insertion” of agents (in the event that the translator inserts genuinely new information that could not have been inferred from the original text or context, in line with Becher’s (2010a: 2) definition given above).8 On the other hand, even if the passive voice is a relatively new phenomenon in Thai, it is also argued that Thai has by now well-established markers, namely ถูก /thùuk/, โดน /doon/, and ได้รับ /dai-rup/, which indicate the passive voice, but may also signal adversative, neutral or positive meanings (Prasithrathsint 2003, 2006). These markers have no obvious formal counterparts in English, the source language under consideration here. While English marks the passive voice using the auxiliary verb be and the past participle of the lexical verb, it does not have specific grammatical or lexical words that indicate, for example, both the passive voice and adversative meaning in the same token. Relative to English, /thùuk/, /doon/, and /dai-rup/ thus appear to be “unique items” in the sense first put forward by Tirkkonen-Condit (2002), and expanded upon in the next section. What is also interesting about these items from our point of view is that if they are used in translation into Thai, in instances where the adversative, positive or neutral nature of the situation or action described in English is not explicitly verbalized but may be inferred—again as per Becher’s (2010a: 2) definition—then the presence of these items in Thai could constitute evidence of explicitation, whereby, for example, the adversative nature of an action in English is made explicit in the Thai passive marker /thùuk/ or /doon/.

The discussion so far suggests that we might expect explicitation in translation from English into Thai on two counts when it comes to the treatment of voice. Firstly, if translators into Thai have an aversion to the passive voice, then they may replace it by the active voice, and in doing so they may make agents explicit that were not explicit in the source text (although they could be inferred) or they may insert wholly new agents. Both of these actions would involve a quantitative increase in the information in the target text compared to the source text, and the former would certainly fall within Faber and Hjort-Pederson’s (2013) category of explicitating “addition,” while the latter would constitute an insertion, as described above. Secondly, and conversely, if translators preserve passives in translation into Thai, then they might use the above-mentioned passive markers and thus, in the target language, make pragmatic information (related to their attitudes to given events or actions, where such events or actions are seen as positive, neutral or adversative) explicit that was not made explicit in the source, although it could be inferred. Relatively frequent use of these passive markers in translation into Thai (compared to native Thai) would, however, run counter to another commonly hypothesized feature of translated texts, namely that they make less use of so-called “unique items” than do other texts in the same language (Tirkkonen-Condit 2002, 2004; Cappelle 2012).
4. Unique items

According to Tirkkonen-Condit (2004: 177-178):

Every language has linguistic elements that are unique in the sense that they lack straightforward linguistic counterparts in other languages. These elements may be lexical, phrasal, syntactic or textual, and they need not be in any sense untranslatable; they are simply not similarly manifested (e.g. lexicalized) in other languages. Since they are not similarly manifested in the source language, it is to be expected that they do not readily suggest themselves as translation equivalents, as there is no obvious linguistic stimulus for them in the source text.

On this basis, Tirkkonen-Condit (2004) goes on to suggest that such “unique items” are likely to be under-represented in translated texts compared to non-translated texts in the same language. This “unique items hypothesis” can be criticized on a number of grounds (Chesterman 2007). One relates to the very definition of “unique” items. While the term suggests absolute exclusivity to the target language in question, in practice it is applied (by Tirkkonen-Condit and others) in cases where a target-language item does not have a “straightforward linguistic counterpart” merely in one particular source language. By way of illustration, take one of the above-mentioned passive markers in Thai: /thùuk/. There is no straightforward linguistic counterpart for /thùuk/ in English, so if we are analyzing translations from English into Thai, we might consider /thùuk/ as a unique item, which we might in turn expect to be underrepresented in such translations (compared to native Thai texts). If, however, we are analyzing translations from Vietnamese into Thai, we are obliged to recognize the existence of a more-or-less straightforward linguistic counterpart of /thùuk/ in the source language (Keenan and Dryer 1985/2007: 338; Prasithrathsint 2006: 116). In this case, /thùuk/ loses its status as a “unique item.” Despite this and other issues with the definition and identification of unique items (Chesterman 2007), we will continue to use the term here in its relative sense of “occurring in a given target language but not in a given source language,” for the sake of convenience—as corpus-based translation scholars are familiar with the term—and to maintain consistency with other studies that provide useful models for the current research (Cappelle 2012). Specifically, if we were to find that the above-mentioned passive markers are used in translation into Thai less frequently than in comparable original texts in Thai, we would have evidence to support the unique items hypothesis. If, however, we see more instances of the passive voice in translated Thai than in non-translated Thai, perhaps because the source texts “shine through” (Teich 2003), then we may expect to see more frequent use of passive markers in translated text than in non-translated Thai text, thus contradicting the unique items hypothesis.

5. Corpus resources in Thai

Thai is generally considered a “resource-poor” language (Abdelali et al. 2014), although efforts have been made to make monolingual Thai corpora available to the research community through a variety of channels. One of the earliest such initiatives appears to have been ORCHID, a part-of-speech tagged corpus of technical texts compiled to support Natural Language Processing (NLP) research in Thai
(Sornlertlamvanich, Charoenporn, et al. 1999). The Thai National Corpus (TNC) (Aroonmanakun 2007; Aroonmanakun et al. 2009) was subsequently designed as a general reference corpus of standard Thai and intended to be comparable to the written part of the British National Corpus. It is freely accessible online through Chulalongkorn University. As of late 2017 it contained some 32 million words, over 1 million of which appear to be from legal texts, described as “regulation.” However, it is difficult to work out the exact composition of this subcorpus, which prevents us from integrating it into our study for the moment at least. The TNC is word tokenized—which is not a trivial matter, given that Thai does not use a white space to mark word boundaries—but it is not part-of-speech tagged. The corpus is accessed through a web interface that allows concordance searches and provides information on the collocations and distributions of the given keyword.

Other monolingual Thai resources of which we are aware are composed of either untranscribed telephone conversations or transcribed children’s speech, or written texts harvested from websites, as in the case of the freely accessible 50-million word HSE Thai Corpus and the 82.8 million word ThaiWaC corpus, accessible through Sketch Engine. Finally, Thai was one of the South East Asian languages covered by the now-discontinued SEAlang Library Project, which provided access to dictionaries as well as monolingual and bilingual (that is to say parallel) corpus resources.

In general, however, parallel corpora containing Thai are extremely rare. At least some data in Thai is included in the AMARA corpus of aligned educational video subtitles (Abdelali et al. 2014), and in Christodouloupoulos and Steedman’s (2015) “massively parallel” corpus of the Bible, but we are not aware of any easily accessible general language parallel corpus that includes Thai, or any parallel corpus of legal language that involves Thai. Nor are we aware of any Thai corpora, monolingual or bilingual, being used for translation studies research; the focus so far in Thai corpus development has instead been on the creation of corpora for use in general and computational linguistics (Kawtrakul et al. 2002) and especially in NLP applications such as speech recognition and machine translation (for example, AMARA).

Given the lack of suitable existing resources, the present study had to rely on a specially constructed parallel corpus of legal texts in English and Thai, and a specially constructed monolingual corpus of Thai legal texts, both of which are described below.

6. Methodology

In this section we briefly describe the corpora used in the current study, before outlining how they were queried. Sketch Engine was used to manage and process both corpora as it offers all standard corpus processing functions, it can handle the Thai character set, and has implemented the SWATH word tokenizer for Thai. Neither corpus is part-of-speech tagged for the moment.

6.1. Corpora

Our self-built parallel corpus consists of the full texts of 25 international treaties in English and their translations into Thai. The corpus contains approximately four hundred thousand words (tokens). The source texts are all international treaties
entered into by Thailand and foreign countries, and came into force between the 1950s and the present day. Only the English source texts are considered authoritative texts and the Thai translations have no legal force. The Thai translations are, however, vital to the civil servants and others who use them for information purposes. All Thai translations were completed and published by Thai government agencies. The original texts and translations were obtained in electronic format from web sources. They were aligned manually in a format suitable for use with the Sketch Engine platform.16

Our self-built monolingual corpus of comparable Thai legislative texts consists of approximately one million words (tokens). The texts are all full, written, legislative texts enacted by a legislative body and came into force between the 1970s and the present day. The texts were obtained from the website of the Office of the Council of the State.17

Both our legal corpora thus consist entirely of legislation, one of the four categories of legal text type recognized by Cao (2007), and the Thai translations in the parallel corpus and the texts in the Thai monolingual corpus are deemed comparable along this and other dimensions (for instance, they were created roughly over the same time frame). We acknowledge here, however, that while our parallel corpus contains informative translations in Thai with no legal force, our monolingual corpus of legislation in Thai does have legal force, and so comparability in terms of legal function is somewhat undermined (Dullion 2000). Furthermore, as with other legal corpora, and especially parallel legal corpora “which require time-consuming alignment” (Biel 2014: 94), our corpora are relatively small and are dominated by legislation. They are, nevertheless, substantial resources by Thai standards, and indeed by the standards of many other less researched languages (Biel 2014: 93).

6.2. Corpus processing

Our empirical research begins with the identification in the English source texts in our parallel corpus of all instances of the passive voice constructed using the lemma be and a past participle. To do this, query (i) was created using Sketch Engine’s Corpus Query Language (CQL):

\[\text{[lemma="be"]\text{[tag="VVN"]}}\]

We wished to allow for cases where other constituents occurred between be and the past participle, and so also used the following CQL searches:

\[\text{[lemma="be"]\text{[tag="VVN"]}}\]

where [] indicates the presence of one token (for instance, immediately in the string \(X\) is immediately withdrawn) between be and the past participle, and:

\[\text{[lemma="be"]\text{[tag="VVN"]}}\]

\[\text{[tag="VVN"]}\]

which allow for two, three or four tokens between be and the past participle.

Queries (i) and (ii) yielded the vast majority of instances of the passive voice in the English corpus, with 2,291 and 219 hits respectively. Hits in this case took the form of bilingual concordance lines. Queries (iii), (iv), and (v) generated considerable
noise, with only 20%, 9%, and 1% of hits actually constituting passive patterns. We thus decided to focus entirely on hits for queries (i) and (ii). Using Sketch Engine’s random sample function, a sample of 230 instances (~10%) was taken from the 2,291 hits for query (i). Likewise, a sample of 22 instances (again, ~10%) was taken from the 219 hits for query (ii). Finally, all 252 concordance lines in our random sample were double checked to ensure that they were, indeed, passive constructions. The next step in the procedure involved manually inspecting the Thai translation for each of the 252 instances of the English passive voice in our random sample, to find out how they were translated. The findings of this analysis are presented in section 7.1 below.

As our research was concerned not just with how the English passive is translated into Thai, but also with whether the distribution of the “unique items” ณ /thùuk/, ฉูน /doon/, and ได้รับ /dai-rup/ differs between translated Thai and non-translated Thai, we also needed to search for instances of these lexical items on the target side of our parallel corpus and in our monolingual corpus of legal Thai. In this case, “simple” searches were conducted for the items ณ, ฉูน, and ได้รับ. Unsurprisingly, given its very colloquial nature, no hits were returned for the form ฉูน /doon/ in either corpus, whereas 1,509 and 3,867 hits were returned for the forms ณ /thùuk/ and ได้รับ /dai-rup/ respectively. As these forms are homographic with full lexical verbs or else may occur as part of certain compounds that were not accurately tokenized by SWATH, many hits for /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ were false positives and needed to be weeded out. This was done manually, but the process was greatly assisted by the flexibility of the Sketch Engine user interface. The frequency of /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ used as passive markers in the two Thai corpora was thus established. Given the difference in size between the two Thai corpora, the results for each were normalized by calculating frequency per million words. Further details are given in section 7.2 below.21

7. Results and analysis

In this section we present first the results from our analysis of the translation into Thai of instances of the English passive voice (Section 7.1). We then present the results from our comparison of the distribution of the passive markers /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ in the Thai target texts in our parallel corpus, on the one hand, and our non-translated Thai legislative texts, on the other (Section 7.2).

7.1. Bilingual parallel corpus

Table 1 shows how English passive clauses are translated into Thai in our parallel corpus. In roughly two thirds of these cases (159 out of 252 instances or 63% of the time), Thai translators translate English passives using Thai passives. In such cases, the covert passive is used almost twice as often (105 out of 252 instances, or 42% of the time) as the overt passive (54 instances, or 21%). The second most common technique is to convert the English passive clause into a Thai active clause, which happens just over one quarter of the time (66 cases, or 26%). A relatively small number of other techniques are also employed, including omission of the passive clause or the shifting of the passive clause to a lower rank, such as a nominal group. There are 27 such instances in our data, accounting for 11% of the 252 cases studied.
Table 1
Three main techniques employed by Thai translators when translating English passives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Translation Techniques</th>
<th>Number of occurrences</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English passive to Thai passive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covert passive</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overt passive</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/thùuk/</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dai-rup/</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English passive to Thai active</td>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (omission, change, clause to phrase)</td>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more detailed, qualitative analysis of the data depicted in Table 1 follows.

7.1.1. English passive to Thai covert passive

As previously mentioned, 105 instances (or 42%) of the English passives were translated into Thai covert passives. The high frequency of this passive pattern in the Thai translations is consistent with Kullavanijaya’s (1974: 196-197) and Iwasaki and Ikaphirom’s (2005) claim that Thai covert passives are characteristic of translations from English. In the absence of a comparative study of the distribution of covert passives in comparable translated and non-translated Thai texts, however, it is not possible to establish a causal relationship between the translation condition and the prevalence of covert passives in translated Thai.

The Thai covert passive in our parallel corpus was found in both patterns described above, namely:

Subject-Patient + Verb + (Complement)

and:

Subject-Patient + Verb + /dooy/ Agent

as highlighted in Examples (6) and (7) respectively:

6) ...a certified copy shall be sent, through diplomatic channels, to each of the States Members of the Hague Conference on Private International Law…

สั่งให้เอกสำรดังกล่าวจะส่งโดยวิถีทางทำงกำรทูตไปยังแต่ละรัฐสมำชิกของที่ประชุมกรุงเฮกว่ำด้วยกฎหมำยระหว่ำงประเทศแผนกคดีบุคคล…

[...copy document such will send through channel diplomat to each state member of the conference Hague on law international department case private…]

7) Any organization referred to in paragraph 1 above which becomes a Party to this Convention without any of its member States being a Party shall be bound by all the obligations under the Convention.

องค์กำรใดที่อ้ำงถึงในวรรค 1 ข้ำงต้นซึ่งเข้ำเป ็ นภำคีอนุสัญญำนี้โดยที่ไม่มีรัฐสมำชิกใดของตนเป ็ นภำคีต้องผูกพันโดยพันธกรณีทั้งปวงภำยใต้อนุสัญญำนี้

[organization any that refer in paragraph 1 that become party convention without state member as party shall bind /dooy/ obligation all under convention this]
Based on our findings, the verbs used in this pattern are very varied, but none of them is particularly associated with adversative situations.

### 7.1.2. English passive to Thai overt passive

As already indicated, 54 instances of the overt passive were found in our Thai translation data (accounting for 21% of our original 252 cases). Of these, 23 are passive constructions with the passive marker /thùuk/, of which 9 express adversative meaning while the others express either positive or neutral meaning. Examples (8) and (9) illustrate the /thùuk/ passive used to express adversative and neutral meaning respectively.

8) **An alien lawfully in the territory of a State Party to the present Covenant may be expelled** therefrom only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law.

> คนต่ำงด้ำวผู้อยู่ในดินแดนของรัฐภำคีแห่งกติกำนี้โดยชอบด้วยกฎหมำยได้รับกักจำได้โดยค�ำวินิจฉัยอันได้มำตำมกฎหมำยเท่ำนั้น

[alien who live in territory of state party this lawfully may /thùuk/ expel from state]

9) **Any such plan should be transmitted to the Secretariat as soon as it has been developed.**

> แผนใด ๆ ดังกล่ำวควรจะถูกล่งให้กับสั่ำนักเลขำธิกำรโดยเร็วที่สุดจำกที่ถูกพัฒนำขึ้น

[plan any such should will /thùuk/ develop]

Our data thus appear to confirm the claim, reported above, that /thùuk/, although traditionally used in adversative situations, is now increasingly also used in neutral contexts. Such observations may indicate the increasing grammaticalization of forms such as /thùuk/.

The /dai-rup/ passive appears in the other 31 cases where an English passive is translated by a Thai overt passive. In 30 out of 31 instances it is used to convey a positive or neutral meaning.

There are 8 instances where /dai-rup/ is followed by a verb, and 23 instances where it is followed by [/kaan/ or /khwaam/] + Verb. Example (10) illustrates the use of the /dai-rup/ passive in the former pattern while Example (11) illustrates the latter.

10) **One competent authority shall be designated** to receive the notification in case of a State of transit.

>ศูนย์ประสำนงำนหนึ่งแห่งต้องจะได้รับแต่งตั้งให้รับกำรแจ้งในกรณีเป็นรัฐที่ถูกนำผ่ำนแดน

[centre co-ordinate one shall will /dai-rup/ designate to receive notification in case be state which transits]

11) **…and their defence counsel, as well as persons participating in the investigation, are protected against all ill-treatment or intimidation…**

> และทนำยของบุคคลดังกล่ำว ตลอดจนบุคคลอื่นๆ ที่มีส่วนร่วมในกำรสอบสวน ได้รับกำรคุ้มครองจำกกำรปฏิบัติที่เลวร้ำย หรือกำรข่มขู่

[...and their defence counsel as well as person other who participate in investigation /dai-rup/ /kaan/ protect from treatment bad or intimidation]

### 7.1.3. English passive to Thai active

As indicated above, the second most common technique used by the translators when translating the English passive to Thai is to convert English passive clauses into Thai...
active clauses, which occurred in 66 (26%) out of 252 instances. The resulting Thai active clauses can be divided into three sub-categories as described below.

7.1.3.1. Translation to Thai full active clause

In 21 cases where an explicit agent in the English clause was available, translators converted the English passive clause into an active Thai clause with SVO word order as illustrated in Example (12).

12) …no further communication by any state Party shall be received under the present article after the notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been received by the Secretary-General, unless the state Party concerned has made a new declaration.

ภำยหลังเลขำธิกำรได้รับเรื่องแจ้งขอถอนประก ำศแล้ว จึงไม ่ต้องมำกำรรับค�ำร้องเรียนอื่นใดโดยรัฐกำลังใด

[...after secretary general receive the notification of withdrawal so must not have receipt of communication any by state party under article this unless state party that relate make declaration new]

In a further 5 instances translators not only converted English passive to Thai active, they also put /hây/ at the beginning of the sentence as in Example (13).

13) The frequency of subsequent submission of information required under this Article shall be determined by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol…

ให้[ที่ประชุมฯกัมภำศพิธีสำรนี้]กัมภำศ(ระยะเวลำใน การสำรนักข้อมูลครั้งต่อๆ ไปที่กัมภำศภายใต้พิธีสำรนี้]

[ Hãy [meeting conference party serve as meeting of party protocol] determine (period of time to submit information subsequent require under protocol this)]

A detailed discussion of /hây/ is beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say here that the placing of /hây/ at the beginning of sentences like that in Example (13) creates a causative construction (Iwasaki 1998) in which one entity, the “trigger,” causes, enables or obliges another entity, the “instigator,” to carry out some action. In Example (13) the trigger is only implied (but is understood to be the law itself), while the instigator is Conference of the Parties. Here /hây/ also expresses a degree of obligation similar to that of the modal shall in the English source text, and the analysis of the translation of the passive voice overlaps with the analysis of modality, which we treat in depth elsewhere (Kenny and Satthachai 2018).24

7.1.3.2. Translation to Thai active clause without subject

In 26 cases where there was no explicit agent in the English passive clause, the translators translated the English passive to a Thai active clause without a subject using the pattern: Verbal group + Complement, as illustrated in Example (14).

14) The persons concerned shall be informed of these rights before or at the latest at the time the decision is rendered.

ต้องแจ้งสิทธิเหล่ำนั้นแก่บุคคลที่เกี่ยวข้อง หรืออย่ำงช้ำที่สุดในเวลำที่เกี่ยวข้องติดมั่นนั้น

[Shall inform right those to person related or latest in time issue decision that]

In a further 10 instances the translators used a /hây/ causative construction, but unlike in the instance referred to in Example (13) above, in this case the translations
did not express an instigator, but followed the structure: /hây/ + Verb + Complement, as illustrated in Example (15).

15) Any dispute arising from the interpretation of the Charter shall be settled in accordance with the relevant provisions in Chapter VIII.

The omission of an instigator, and hence of a grammatical subject, in the Thai translation in Example (15) (and which makes the gloss back translation read like an imperative) may be linked to the absence of an agent in the passive construction used in the source text.

7.1.3.3. Translation to Thai active clause with added subject

Third, there are four instances in our data where there is no agent specified in the English passive, but the translator added an agent as subject in the Thai translation, as illustrated in Example (16).

16) External parties may be invited to ASEAN meetings or cooperative activities without being conferred any formal status, in accordance with the rules of procedure.

In these cases, we assume that the translator has verbalized “information that the addressee would (most probably) be able to infer from the context, her world knowledge or from other inferential sources if it were not verbalized” in line with Becher’s definition of explicitation given above (Becher 2010a: 2), and so these four cases constitute genuine instances of explicitation. We return to this issue again below, after results from our monolingual comparable corpus investigations have been presented.

7.2. Translated vs non-translated Thai

Table 2 shows the distribution of /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ used as passive markers (see section 6.2 above) in the Thai translations in our parallel corpus and in non-translated texts in our monolingual Thai corpus.

| TABLE 2 | Occurrences of passive markers /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ in Thai translation and comparable non-translated Thai |
|---|---|---|---|
| **Corpus** | **Number of occurrences** | **Corpus size (tokens)** | **Frequency (per million)** |
| /thùuk/ | Thai translation | 465 | 222,556 | 2,089.36 |
| | Non-translated Thai | 1,471 | 1,139,743 | 1,290.64 |
| /dai-rup/ | Thai translation | 1,271 | 222,556 | 5,710.90 |
| | Non-translated Thai | 3,713 | 1,139,743 | 3,257.75 |
Figure 1 provides an alternative visualization of the relative frequencies of /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ in the same two corpora.

**Figure 1**

Frequency per million words of the passive markers /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ in Thai translated and Thai non-translated legal corpora

Figure 1 suggests that /thùuk/ and /dai-rup/ are overrepresented in legislative translations into Thai compared to comparable legislative texts originally written in Thai. The implications of this finding for the unique items hypothesis are discussed below.

**8. Discussion**

This study began with the observation that explicitation might be expected to be a feature of legal translation into Thai if translators (a) sought to avoid the passive voice and subsequently replaced it by the active voice on occasion, thereby making explicit agents in the target language that were not explicit in the source text or (b) if they preserved passives in translation into Thai, but in doing so added Thai passive markers that in turn made explicit the favourable, neutral or adversative nature of the situation described. Our first major finding is that our data do not support the expectation that the passive is avoided in translation into Thai. In 63% of the cases, English passives are translated by Thai passives. In slightly more than 26% of the cases, however, English passives are translated by Thai active constructions, but in only a tiny number of cases (4 out of 252, or slightly less than 1.6%) are agents that are only implicit in the source made explicit in the target. This means that in general, the conversion of passives into actives in our parallel corpus does not generally coincide with the kind of quantitative explicitation called “addition” by Faber and Hjort-Pederson (2013: 44).

In the 63% of the cases where English passives are translated by Thai passives, we found that this is mostly achieved using the covert passive, which, again, does not involve explicitation. In fact, uses of the covert passive outnumber uses of the overt passive almost two to one. In the 54 cases in our data (or 21% of cases) where an English passive is translated using a Thai overt passive, in other words the use of /thùuk/ or /dai-rup/, we tentatively claim that explicitation can be observed. We are tentative in this claim as it is difficult to say whether there is a self-evident increase in the amount of textual material in the target language vis-à-vis the source language,
as required in the additive kind of explicitation recognized by Faber and Hjort-Pederson (2013: 44) and discussed above: /thuík/ or /dai-rup/ coincide with morphological markers of the passive in English after all – namely forms of the auxiliary verb be and past participles. Having said that, the particular markers that Thai uses often appear to reinforce or repeat meanings already implicit in the lexical verbs with which they collocate, as well as signalling the passive voice, and on this basis their use might be seen as additive and explicating. Given the fairly marginal use of these passive markers in translations of English passives into Thai, however, along with the extremely infrequent addition of subject-agents in cases where English passives are translated by Thai active clauses, we can say that the translation of the passive voice from English into Thai provides only very weak evidence to support the hypothesis that explicitation is a feature of translation in the text type, language pair, and direction under consideration.

Our monolingual comparable data, on the other hand, seem to provide strong evidence against Tirkkonen-Condit’s (2002) unique items hypothesis as Thai passive markers are over-represented rather than under-represented in our translated data compared to comparable target-language data. The relative frequency of the /thuík/ passive in our Thai legal translations is almost twice that of our non-translated texts, and the relative frequency of the /dai-rup/ passive in the translations is around 40% higher than that of the monolingual Thai legal corpus. This finding could be due to the source language “shining through,” to use Teich’s (2003) expression. That is, the over-representation of passive markers in legislation translated into Thai could simply be due to the over-representation of the passive voice in general in such translations, brought about by the influence of their passive-laden source texts. Pursuing this idea would require a larger-scale study of passives of all kinds (that is, not just of overt passives) in our Thai monolingual comparable corpus. It would also require us to investigate whether there are instances of the passive voice in our Thai translations that do not coincide with the passive voice in English.

9. Conclusions

In this article we have described one of the first corpus-based studies, to our knowledge, of English to Thai translation, based on two self-built corpora: an English-Thai parallel corpus of legislative texts and a monolingual corpus of non-translated legislative texts in Thai. Our first exploration of these corpora involved investigation of how the passive voice is translated into Thai, and we have provided more empirical evidence on this topic than previous discussions, which were not based on corpora. However, our study leaves many questions unanswered, such as how the use of the covert passive differs between translated and non-translated Thai. It also investigates unique items and explicitation through very narrow windows, and assumes comparability of normative non-translated legislative texts with merely informative translations. Having already created the corpus resources used in this study however, we are in a position to widen our investigation to consider other manifestations of the passive voice as well as related linguistic features in translation from English to Thai, and to continue refining our analyses, taking leads from the wide-ranging corpus studies conducted by Teich (2003) and Biel (2014), among others.
NOTES

1. This interest is manifest in the number of Thai Universities now offering full programmes in translation studies—these include Chulalongkorn University, Mahidol University and Thammasat University (all in Bangkok)—or translation modules as part of a modern languages degree, for example, at Chiang Mai University. Recent years have also seen major translation studies conferences and workshops held in Bangkok, including what was billed as the First International Conference on Translation Studies in June 2014 (http://ictsts.utcc.ac.th/), and an ARTIS Workshop in July 2017 (https://artisinitiative.org/events/upcoming-events/artisbangkok-translatorship/).


3. Note that, unlike English, Thai is not inflected, and there is no morphological marking of tense, case or number. Linguistic glosses are thus kept to a minimum in these examples. The basic word order in Thai is Subject-Verb-Object.

4. The words กำร/kaan/ and ควำม/khwaam/ are classified as noun-forming prefixes: prefixes that attach to a non-nominal word to create nouns (Iwasaki and Ingkaphirom 2005: 28-29). The prefix /kaan/ forms an activity noun with a verbal root (either with action verbs or mental-state verbs), and can also precede a verbal phrase while the prefix /khwaan/ forms an abstract noun from an adjectival or verbal root and may appear before a verb phrase (Iwasaki and Ingkaphirom 2005: 28-29).

5. Entire clauses can be nominalized in this way (that is, verb + complement) (Iwasaki and Ingkaphirom 2005: 28-319).

6. According to Iwasaki and Ingkapirom (2005: 316), passive constructions that do not use passive markers are sometimes also called “verb passives.”

7. The first understanding of explicitation sees the phenomenon as a manifestation of a "potential S-universal," while the second understanding suggests the operation of a "potential T-universal" to use Chesterman’s (2004) terms.

8. The word “insertion” is used here to avoid confusion with Faber and Hjort-Pederson’s (2013:44) “addition.”


12. The Thai Childes corpus, which contains 243,939 words of transcribed speech, is available through Sketch Engine. See <https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/corpora/by-language/thai-text-corpora/>.

13. Accessible here: <http://web-corpora.net/ThaiCorpus/search/?interface_language=en>. The HSE Thai Corpus is part-of-speech tagged and each token in the corpus is assigned an English translation (based on bilingual dictionary entries). The corpus is thus searchable by word form, lemma and English word-level translation, although it remains a monolingual corpus. It appears to have been developed sometime after 2014.

14. See <https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/thaiwac/>. ThaiWaC is tokenized using the SWATH word tokenizer.


16. We also note that GitHub does not list any parallel corpus resources for Thai. See <https://github.com/kobkrit/nlp_thai_resources>.

17. The SWATH (Smart Word Analysis for Thai) word tokenizer was developed by Paisarn Charoenpornsavat and is available for download. See CHAROENPORNSAWAT, Paisarn (7 October 2003): SWATH. Version 2.0.1. Visited, <http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~paisarn/software.html>.
18. Manual intervention is necessary as Thai does not use punctuation to mark sentence boundaries. Nor is there any reliable way to use information from whatever white space might be found in a text to recognize sentence boundaries (see Palmer 2000/2010: 22). This makes it extremely difficult to automate sentence tokenization and subsequent alignment.


20. Random sampling ensures that, in cases where there is too much data for the linguist to analyze manually, a more manageable, but unbiased sample can be analyzed instead. Given the lack of bias in the sampling strategy, there is no reason to believe that the 252 instances extracted are not representative of the approximately 2,500 instances of passive voice identified in the English source texts in the corpus.

21. In this case, the intention was to conduct a purely quantitative analysis of the passive markers in question, once identified, and no further sampling to reduce the data set was necessary.

22. Note that only the instance of the passive voice under discussion is highlighted in these examples, and the concordance lines may contain further instances of the passive voice that are not discussed here.

23. Put simply, grammaticalization concerns “the development of lexical items into markers of grammatical categories” (Bisang 2017: n. p.).


25. We use the term “shining through” rather than the related term “translationese” here, as the latter is sometimes used pejoratively (see Olohan 2004: 90) and we wish to avoid any negative connotations.
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